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ABSTRACT 

Patient narrative is essential in both drug safety and patient safety monitoring during clinical trials. As part of clinical 
research result or CSR section, it costs much time and effort to generate patient narratives. Meanwhile, it is often 
cumbersome to manage, which may take up resources and affect timelines. Hence relevant automated forms or tools are 
urgently needed to increase efficiency and to reduce error rate. This presentation will give an overview of the pros and 
cons of SAS proc steps (Proc REPORT/STREAM) vs R - Markdown for the automation to solve this problem, showing how 
to use SAS to generate narrative RTF files separately and automatically for each patient and to batch convert .rtf to .docx 
files. Based on the current steps, it is possible to explore further improvement processes, such as which way is more 
suitable for statistical programmers to generate patient narratives and to manage a certain frequency of output results, 
and whether there exists more reasonable ways to tabulate the effects finally demonstrated in CSR. 

INTRODUCTION 

Patient narrative is an important part of the appendix (i.e. appendix 11 or 12.) to clinical study reporting, submissions of 
which would require demographic information, concomitant medications, medical history, exposures, procedures, 
laboratory test results, serious adverse events and adverse events that the principal investigators hope to report, and so 
on. The medical writer usually generates narratives by manually writing in plain text, which has several shortcomings. 
First, the number of required medical writers is large, and management and arrangement of workload is a problem. 
Second, dealing with above data requires medical writers to have certain qualifications and experiences. Third, it is 
difficult to control delivery time, accuracy, and quality control procedures. Hence, we need to find out a new method to do 
this. Developing an automated narrative report generation tool with robust SAS or R methods would bring benefits in 
saving a large amount of human resource, where automation can be repeated in various studies. Proc REPORT uses 
macro variables and macros; Proc STREAM uses macros combined with HTML statements and R - Markdown uses 
Markdown syntaxes and chunks of R code, all of which could automatically generate patient narratives. We will introduce 
how these three methods automatically generate patient narratives in batches, and comprehensively explore the 
advantages and disadvantages of the three methods from the aspects of editability, efficiency, format customization, and 
output format. 

THE PROCEDURE SYNTAX 

PROC REPORT 

The COLUMN statement is used to list variables to specify columns. Each column has a DEFINE statement that sets the 
value of an attribute.  

PROC REPORT DATA=datasetname <options>; 

  COLUMN variable list and column specifications; 

  DEFINE column / define type and column attributes; 

  DEFINE column / define type and column attributes; 

  ... 

 RUN; 

PROC STREAM 

Specifies an external file with the “OUTFILE=” keyword, as well as optional arguments. Any arbitrary text to be output 
should begin with "BEGIN" and ends with four semicolons ";;;;". There is no “RUN” or “QUIT” statement.  

PROC STREAM OUTFILE= fileref <option(s)>; BEGIN  

 text-1 

 <text-n> 

;;;; 

R-MARKDOWN 

The file contains three sections of contents: An (optional) YAML header embedded by ---s, R code chunks embedded by 
```s, and texts mixed with inline codes which output simple text formatting. 

--- 

title: "Untitled" 

author: "author" 

date: "mm dd,yyyy" 

output: word_document 



--- 

```{r setup, include=FALSE} 

knitr::opts_chunk$set(echo = TRUE) 

``` 

Text `r ` 

DATA PROCESSING 

The narrative report is generated using SDTM data sets, which is standardized data sets of CDISC standard. The data sets 
involve DM, EX, AE, CM, PR, LB, etc. The following are main steps in data processing. 

STEP 1: CATEGORIZING OF NARRATIVE REASON 

 

STEP 2: COUNTING AND LISTING UNIQUE SUBJECT 

Proc SQL is used to create macro variables SUBJ_LST and SUBJ_CNT. 

 

STEP 3: OBTAINING DATA STRUCTURE FOR TABLE 

In order to make COL1 display the label, COL2 display the value and ORD display the order of desired information, we need 

to transpose the subject's (“ABC-xxx-10011008”) multiple records to one record. 

 

STEP 4: OBTAINING DATA STRUCTURE FOR DESCRIBE SENTENCE 



The logic of free text processing is to generate a variable (SENTCx) for each sentence and combine all SENTCx variables. 
Macro calls, macro variables and IF statements could automatically achieve statement judgment, while loops and macros 
could also be used to batch run. The %SYSFUNC function is used to check if variables exist. Here is part of the processing 
code. 

 

STEP 5: FINALIZING DATA STRUCTURE 

1.The dataset structure for table 

 

2. The dataset for sentence 

 

APPLICATION TO PATIENT NARRATIVES 

PROC REPORT 

To allow for various forms of layout, we need to carry out at least two Proc REPORT processes. Proc REPORT is often used 
to output reports in .rtf format. This format enables customized headers and footers and is convenient for third-party 
editing.  



Report Code 

 

Output (.rtf) 

 It is easy to convert .rtf to .docx document by tools. 

 

PROC STREAM 

Proc STREAM uses HTML tags, macros, and macro variables to incorporate flexible inclusion of texts, tables, charts, and 
lists in a patient narrative document. If a patient narrative document contains only simple text, Proc STREAM could 



output in rtf and HTML format. But if the report contains not only texts but also tables or figures, the output in HTML 
format is the most appropriate choice. 

Tags Function 

<br/> carriage return 

&#8226 bullet symbol 

&nbsp non-breaking space 

Table 1 HTML Tags 

Output Code 

%gp macro calls for individual patient characteristics to get the parameter value for parameters, e.g. calling %gp(SEX) 
returns the value “女”. 

 

Output(.html) 

 

R-MARKDOWN 

It is a great way to create dynamic documents with embedded chunks of R codes. The document is then ‘knit’ using knitr 
to create a HTML file. Markdown documents can be converted to many other file types including .html, .pdf and .docx.  

Report Code 

Part 1 YAML Header 

If the final document needs no title, author or date information, we could delete those keywords. R-Markdown could 
output both html. and docx. If document style editing is needed, save a style you wanted as your style reference document 
and use it as the ‘reference_docx:’ argument in the front matter. 



 

Reference Document 

 

Part 2 Code Chunk 

Option Function 

include = FALSE prevents code and results from appearing in the finished file. 

echo = FALSE prevents code, but not the results from appearing in the finished file. 

message = FALSE prevents messages that are generated by code from appearing in 
the finished file. 

warning = FALSE prevents warnings that are generated by code from appearing in the 
finished. 

fig.cap = "..." adds a caption to graphical results. 

Table 2 Chunk Option 

 

Part3 Text 

Using `r ` makes it easy to update the report to refer other functions of R. `r ae_t$AGE ` is similar to macro variable in SAS, 
which returns ‘65’ in this example.  &emsp use to insert spaces in .html.  



 

Batch Run Code 

 

Output-1(.docx) 

Output-2 (.html): 

 



 

ADVANTAGE & DISADVANTAGE 

The advantages and disadvantages of Proc REPORT, Proc STREAM and R-Markdown are as following: 

1. Output file: The most appropriate output formats for Proc REPORT and Proc STREAM are .rtf, and .html. R-

Markdown supports a variety of file formats, including .docx, .html and .pdf format. However, in practice, medical 

writers prefer to use .docx as they hope to edit in narrative reports while reviewing. 

2. Dataset: All of three ways support the types of .sas7bdat, of  course, also support .excel if needed. 

3. Styles or templates: Proc STREAM does not support to adjusted or customized layout or format. Proc REPORT 

supports customized layout or format by options and keywords. R-Markdown could also be implemented by 

reference documents or VBA macro, but it is more complicated than Proc REPORT. 

4. Efficiency: Proc REPORT, Proc STREAM and R-Markdown can automatically generate multiple patient narratives in a 

matter of minutes.  

5. Cost of software: R-Markdown is free but Proc REPORT and Proc STREAM are paid. 

6. Debug processing: Proc REPORT, Proc STREAM and R-Markdown use consoles or logs to locate problems which will 

greatly facilitate debugging. 

CONCLUSION 

The methods presented in this paper are very useful to generate narrative report. By using the Proc REPORT, Proc 
STREAM or R - Markdown, this paper provides the possibilities in producing consistent, high-quality patient narratives 
without unnecessary increases in costs and threats to timelines. Of course, this is only the initial configuration and 
debugging phase before the final output. The following service steps include: The medical writers manually edit and 
supplement the information as required which cannot be done automatically. The combined output is then provided to 
physicians for review. The draft is finalized according to the opinions of all parties. Need translation(optional). In general, 
the first step of development of patient narrative generation brings great convenience to medical writers: it provides 
efficient, accurate, repeatable and editable results for the subsequent final report. 
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